Gradient based intensity normalization.
Intensity normalization is important in quantitative image analysis, especially when extracting features based on intensity. In automated microscopy, particularly in large cellular screening experiments, each image contains objects of similar type (e.g. cells) but the object density (number and size of the objects) may vary markedly from image to image. Standard intensity normalization methods, such as matching the grey-value histogram of an image to a target histogram from, i.e. a reference image, only work well if both object type and object density are similar in the images to be matched. This is typically not the case in cellular screening and many other types of images where object type varies little from image to image, but object density may vary dramatically. In this paper, we propose an improved form of intensity normalization which uses grey-value as well as gradient information. This method is very robust to differences in object density. We compare and contrast our method with standard histogram normalization across a range of image types, and show that the modified procedure performs much better when object density varies between images.